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The Puzzle: Thriving Agricultural Protectionism in
Advanced Industrialized Economies, Most Notably, JapanAdvanced Industrialized Economies, Most Notably, Japan

• Consumers spend on average 10% of their expenditures on Co su e s spe d o a e age 0% o t e e pe d tu es o
agricultural products to support farmers in OECD countries 
(2006-2008) 

▫ Japan: 40%

• Producer Support Estimates (% per gross farm receipts; 2006-2008)• Producer Support Estimates (% per gross farm receipts; 2006 2008)

▫ U.S.     10%
▫ E U 27%▫ E.U.     27%
▫ Japan  49% 



C ti l Wi d  F   P d  P  Conventional Wisdom Focuses on Producer Power 

• Producer Power: (i) Collective action (ii) Political mobilization (Votes & 
M )Money)

Campaign contribution (Gawande & Hoekman 2006); Electoral systems (Rogowski & 
Kayser 2002; Park & Jensen 2007; Horiuchi & Saito 2009)    

✔This literature assumes that consumers want free trade (preference), but 
have less power than producers (power).                                       

 neglected  neglected 
lots of studies

✔As a result, they do not account for the high level of public support for 
agricultural protectionism in advanced industrialized nationsagricultural protectionism in advanced industrialized nations.

✔ This paper uses a survey experiment to show:
(i) Sources of mass support for agricultural protectionism (i) Sources of mass support for agricultural protectionism 
(ii) The importance of “projection” that accounts for why people with high 
job insecurity paradoxically support agricultural protectionism.    



We Shift Focus to Mass Preferences: Public support for We Shift Focus to Mass Preferences: Public support for 
agricultural protectionism has thus far survived the global 
recession 

Nationally-representative GLOPE Survey in Japan, February 2009

▫ Standard Attitudinal Question: “Food import from abroad has been ▫ Standard Attitudinal Question: Food import from abroad has been 
increasing in the past.  What is your opinion on this?”  

 40.4% “Bad & Very Bad”   13.7% “Good & Very Good”, 45.9% 
“Can’t say one or the other”  Can t say one or the other   

▫ Trade-off Question: Which opinion is closer to yours, A or B? 

A: 55.6% chose  protectionism: “We should not accept import A: 55.6% chose  protectionism: We should not accept import 
liberalization of agricultural products in order to protect Japanese 
agriculture.”    

B: 37.8% chose liberalization: “We should accept import liberalization of B: 37.8% chose liberalization: We should accept import liberalization of 
agricultural products in order to maintain Japanese manufacturing export.”  



Protectionist Consumers? 
✔Trade economists have assumed that consumers are free traders. 

✔Yet emerging research suggests that consumers can be protectionists.  

Fair trade concerns, safety & quality concerns, food nationalism etc.Fair trade concerns, safety & quality concerns, food nationalism etc.

✔Some Anecdotes:  

bli ’ ki f “ i f 2008” ( )Japanese public’s ranking of “most worrisome events of 2008”  (UFJ)
 Chinese poisoned dumpling incident “more worrisome” than global 

financial crisis and political instability of North Korea. 

✔But Japanese consumers are also the most cosmopolitan in the world. 
Our respondents own: 

Louis Vuitton (30%)  Gucci (23%)  Prada (18%)   70% of Japanese use  Louis Vuitton (30%), Gucci (23%), Prada (18%).  70% of Japanese use  
olive oil regularly at home. 



Why a Priming-without-Framing Survey Experiment?   



On-line Survey Experiment: Priming without Framing
Positive or Negative Effects of Food ImportPositive or Negative Effects of Food Import

• 1200 respondents at Yahoo! Research 

• Randomly assign visual images to prime respondents:
▫ (1) Producer Priming (400s)
▫ (2) Consumer Priming (400s)
▫ (3) No Priming (Control Group: 400s)

▫ Balanced panel, block-randomized by key 
demographics: age, gender, job status, and urban-
rural



Producer Priming 

White-collar Office                          Car Factory                              Rice Field 



Consumer Priming

Grocery shop              Discount electronic store        Casual wear chain store  
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The Puzzle: Opposition to food import increases by 10% 
point with producer-priming—Why? point with producer priming Why? 

• Emerging research on people’s support for income redistribution

• Sympathy – “Farmers work hard with low pay—need to be 
compensated”
▫ Chose “Sweat” as an image of producers g p
▫ Attitudes toward redistribution 
▫ Social Network (a family or a relative in farming)
▫ Have used farm-to-table service (“sanchoku”)Have used farm to table service ( sanchoku )

• Projection – “I am one of them and needing government help!” 
▫ Self-assessment of difficulty finding a comparable job (“job 

insecurity”) insecurity ) 
▫ Over middle age (facing retirement & decline in future income)
▫ Temporary workers  



Alternative Hypotheses & Controls

• Political Mobilization 
▫ Partisan ID, Political activeness index (0-6), Exposure to elites’p
protectionist discourse 

• Producer-attributes (Stolper-Samuelson & Ricardo-Viner)od ce a b es (S o pe Sa e so & ca do e )
▫ Income, education, gender, job status (no job, temp, fully-

employed), age, whether a company exports, imports, or 
outsources production p

• Consumer-attributes 
▫ Gender, housewives, age, “cheap shopper” index, married, and 

have children 



Sensitivity to Priming: The Ordered Logit Analysis
Producer Priming Consumer Priming No Priming (Control)

Food Import Sympathy x Sympathy  x Sympathy  xp y p y
redistribution

Projection ◎
job insecurity

y p y

Projection x

y p y

Projection  x
job insecurity
middle/old age 
temp 

Others
female
high income
protectionist info

Others
married
Co-op members
college

Others
no jobs
have kids

protectionist info
LDP support
non-partisans

college
middle/old age
no jobs
have kids 

Control group as a base category and each co-variate is interacted with treatment (T1, T2).  
BLUE are more food import, RED is protectionism. Significant at 5% level. Not significant: sweat, 
social network, DPJ support, political activeness, low income.  Full results are available in the paper.



Projection Hypothesis: Substantive Impact of “Difficulty Finding a 
Comparable Job” on % Protectionist Responses

--------- Difficulty Finding a Comparable Job -------------------



Conclusion 

• Explaining High Level of Public Support for Agricultural 
Protectionism – “Consumers think like Producers” 

▫ Not because Japanese citizens are “protectionist 
consumers” 

▫ Rather, one critical source of this support comes from 
j ti  ’   j b i it  t   b li  projecting one’s own job insecurity onto a symbolic 

declining sector, agriculture.  
▫ Paradoxical, given those who have high job insecurities 

should prefer cheaper food as consumers.  should prefer cheaper food as consumers.  

• The Projection Finding 
▫ Broader implications for  studies on income redistribution p

& formation of public preferences on economic policy.
▫ Next step: the effect of elite priming.  



Supplementary Slides pp y



Project Background Project Background 
• 4-Year Project (2008-2012) on “Globalization and Domestic 

Politics” funded by the Japanese Government’s Grant-in-Aid for Politics  funded by the Japanese Government s Grant in Aid for 
Scientific Research ($300,000).

• What’s New: Multi-layered and matched surveys on What s New: Multi layered and matched surveys on 
legislators’, public, and industry organizations’ responses to 
globalization.

• Completed public opinion survey, experimental public opinion 
survey, and pre-election legislator survey. 

• Coordinating with Harvard Globalization Survey (the U.S.: 
Michael Hiscox, Europe: Brian Burgoon & Anne Wren)



More puzzling: Japanese citizens have become more 
protectionist over time

• The Cabinet Office’s Survey on Food Import (4 Waves)

▫ A: Support more food import “if foreign products are cheaper”  
▫ B: Support more domestic production “even if it means higher 

prices.”  p

 1987: 19.9% chose more food import, 71.2% support 
more domestic production. p

 1996 & 2000: 10% chose more food import, 83% 
support domestic production “if even it means higher pp p g
prices.” 



The Public’s Exposure to Elites’ 
Discourse Discourse 

Heard/Read in Talked/Discussed
Policy Issues Terms News % %

High Trade Politics FTA 73.3 4

WTO 86.3 4.8

Safeguard 55.8 3.8

Food 
Import/Protectionist Chinese dumpling 83.9 65.3

Food Sufficiency 84.9 34.3

Food Education 81.8 31.2

Locally-Locally
produce/consume 72.8 32.8

Source: Our On-line Survey @ Yahoo! Research



The Next Step: The Effect of Elites’ Priming –p g
Jobs vs. Lives (LDP vs. DPJ) 


